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Abstract

The explosive growth of multimedia data traffic in wired and wireless networks have led Internet

service providers (ISPs) to use penalty mechanisms like throttling, capping, overage fees to manage

network congestion. But such measures are harmful to the Internet ecosystem. Therefore, we use

ideas from economics to create incentive-based, as opposed to penalty-based, solutions for data plans.

In particular, we explore time-dependent pricing (TDP) - a form of dynamic pricing that manages

congestion by offering time-varying discounts to incentivize users to shift some data traffic temporally.

To realize TDP data plan in practice, we provide (i) an optimization model to compute time-dependent

prices, (ii) a system implementation for deployment in operational networks, and (iii) experiments with

two cellular networks for demonstrating feasibility. Our results show that users respond to such pricing

plans by using higher volume of traffic in lower-priced (off-peak) periods and benefit from a lower $/GB

fee, while the ISPs benefit from a higher revenue due to increase in off-peak usage and lower peak-to-

average traffic ratio in their network. This suggests that such a pricing solution can incentivize users to

modify their usage behavior and enable better revenue management in multimedia-rich networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of smart mobile devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets), bandwidth-hungry applica-

tions (e.g., ultra-high definition video streaming), cloud-based services (e.g., file backup, file

sharing), multimedia-rich web content, machine-to-machine traffic from the Internet of Things,

etc, have led to increased congestion in both wired and wireless networks. For example, the

global mobile data traffic is projected to increase by nearly 10-fold between 2014 and 2019 [1],

a compound annual growth rate of 57%. In the US, the estimated wireless spectrum crunch will



be about 500 MHz by 2019 and this gap will continue to widen over time. These developments

pose a serious threat to the economic viability of the Internet. Even 5G networks will need to

cope with the greater bandwidth requirements of emerging applications like telemetry, virtual

and augmented reality, and autonomous vehicles/IoT. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) contend

that these developments require changes in pricing to help manage congestion on cellular

networks. Regulatory bodies like the FCC in the US have also noted that they “...recognize

the importance and value of business-model experimentation” [2]. But several recent attempts

by ISPs to monetize their network (e.g., paid prioritization, zero-rating, multiple tiers) have been

criticized by net neutrality advocates and the Open Internet Rules [3] due to price discrimination.

Similarly, researchers have pointed out that simple usage-based pricing is unlikely to help

these ISPs alleviate peak congestion on their network. For instance, Internet pioneer, Vinton

Cerf, advocated that “Network management also should be narrowly tailored, with bandwidth

constraints aimed essentially at times of actual congestion” [4]. Odlyzko et al., [5] argued

that prices will need a temporal component in order to shift demand, i.e., they should vary over

different times of the day, as in time-dependent pricing (TDP). TDP exploits users’ time elasticity

of demand for different types of multimedia traffic, incentivizing them to shift their usage from

“peak” to “valley” times and improving network resource utilization. TDP is particularly suitable

for ISPs because unlike unpopular penalty mechanisms, here it is the consumers who maintain

control over the amount that they pay by explicitly choosing when to use data, given the prices.

TDP for mobile data is a form of variable (dynamic) pricing, which has received considerable

attention in the networking literature [6]. But although the basic principles of TDP have been

studied from a theoretical perspective, challenges remain in operationalizing it as a functional

system in networks to study how real users actually respond to time-varying prices in mobile

data plans. Previous studies have shown that pricing schemes must be designed carefully in order

to elicit appropriate user responses. For example, in a trial of dynamic congestion pricing for

computer-telephony (i.e., TDP for voice calls), price increases in real time did not induce users

to terminate their calls early [7]. Consequently, TDP for mobile data must overcome the users’

dislike of price uncertainty in real time pricing. In this work, we consider dynamic day-ahead

time-dependent usage-based pricing1. With dynamic day-ahead TDP, the ISP computes hourly

1For brevity, we will often refer to it simply as TDP (time-dependent pricing) and the offered prices will include a discount

on the pre-existing baseline usage-based fee (e.g., $10/GB).
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prices based on predicted usage over the next day, posting the effective prices for all users 24

hours in advance and thus maintaining a sliding one-day window of announced prices. This

ability to adjust price points each day allows the ISP to monitor changes in users’ demand in

response to the past prices and adapt future prices accordingly. Users, in turn, can use a pricing

app on their mobile device to view and react to the current and future prices in each hour (e.g.,

by preemptively decreasing their current usage in anticipation of future low prices).

To realize this idea, we address three key challenges – (i) how to compute an optimized set

of future prices to offer? (ii) how to design a system to operationalize this pricing plan for an

ISP? and (iii) how will users understand and respond to this kind of dynamic pricing? First,

we introduce an economic model and algorithms for computing time-dependent prices. This

model accounts for the ISP’s tradeoff between the costs of providing off-peak hour incentives

and overshooting the capacity during the peak hours. We also model users’ usage volumes

and willingness to delay usage for different types of traffic, aggregated across all users, so as to

maintain user privacy and algorithmic scalability. Second, we implemented this pricing algorithm

in a system prototype, including server-side modules for measurements and price computation,

and a user-side app for displaying the time-dependent prices. Third, we evaluate our system in

two field trials. The first trial with AT&T wireless users demonstrates the efficacy of optimized

dynamic day-ahead TDP. A second trial, conducted with an Alaskan mobile network operator, is

a randomized field trial of non-optimized TDP that reinforces our findings about user response.

In addressing these three research dimensions, we make a few key contributions to the

literature. Although our field studies are limited in scale due to financial and regulatory concerns,

the prototype and its trials provide valuable validation of the system and insights into user

behavior. In both of these trials we find quantitatively as well as qualitatively that dynamic day-

ahead TDP changes user behavior: users not only decrease their usage in response to higher

prices, but also preemptively increase their usage in anticipation of future high prices. We

also introduce a system prototype that can serve as a model for future pricing experiments

in operational networks. Thus, our work bridges the gap between the theory and practice of

bringing together multimedia and economics by designing an end-to-end pricing solution for

the Internet. Given the growing demand for multimedia data traffic and spectrum crunch, the

realization and demonstration of these ideas are particularly timely and of interest to service

providers, regulators, and consumers, as well as for application in related areas, such as the

energy market [8], smart grids, IoT, and transportation networks.
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The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we discuss the related literature on network

usage and pricing. We then introduce a demand-side model in Section III, and use it to optimize

the dynamic TDP in Section IV. Section V discusses the system architecture and client-side user

interfaces for operationalizing these pricing plans. We report on an optimized pricing trial with

AT&T’s users in Section VI and on a randomized TDP field experiment with customers of an

Alaskan ISP in Section VII. Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED LITERATURE

A. Dynamic Pricing

Our work contributes to the literature on the economics of broadband pricing, in particular,

dynamic pricing. Sen et. al., [6] provides a detailed survey of various static and dynamic pricing

schemes in the existing literature. Unlike static pricing, dynamic pricing promotes more efficient

allocation of limited resources by designing incentives that account for the time-varying nature

of congestion in the network. Many recent works [9]–[11] have therefore explored analytical

and simulation-based models to investigate the impact of incentivizing off-peak capacity usage.

Others have explored TDP’s ability to regulate peak demand. For example, [12] introduced an

analytical model to compare the consumer surplus and resource utilization under flat-rate and

usage-based TDP, while [13] simulated the benefits of combining both spatial and temporal

traffic patterns in time-dependent data plans. Similarly, [14] used simulation to demonstrate

pre-scheduling delayed flows to improve resource utilization. While these works demonstrate

the importance of dynamic TDP as a potential mechanism for regulating network congestion,

they share two key limitations. First, these theoretical models have not been implemented in

operational cellular networks; hence, they do not address system design or implementation

challenges (e.g., the need for modifications to the core and edge network infrastructure). Second,

these pricing schemes have not been tested with real users; hence, they do not capture the

behavioral factors that influence the efficacy of any such incentive schemes in the real world.

Dynamic day-ahead pricing can also be applied to other contexts, such as smart grids [15],

to improve utilization in the electricity market. While the basic intuitions are similar, the energy

market has some key differences from a mobile network setting. First, energy providers have a

very different supply-side model because, unlike bandwidth, energy is produced from different

sources (e.g., coal, water, nuclear) that have different production costs and availability constraints

for the resource. Second, on the demand-side mobile data usage is typically more bursty and
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shiftable than energy needs of electrical devices. Moreover, much of the work on dynamic pricing

in smart grids has also been based on simulations than actual field experiments.

B. Field Experiments in Network Pricing

While various analytical models of pricing have been proposed in the literature, field exper-

iments to validate them have been very few due to the operational complexity in deploying

new pricing plans. An early field experiment in Berkeley found that users have a psychological

preference for flat prices compared to usage- or QoS-based ones [16]. However, the study did

not test the effects of ‘dynamic’ prices on usage behavior. Another experiment on time-of-day

pricing for computer-telephony services (i.e., voice calls) showed that static time-of-day pricing

encouraged users to shift 30% of their voice calls from peak to off-peak hours, but that real-time

dynamic congestion pricing did not induce users to terminate their calls earlier [7]. The result

suggests that users have a psychological preference for having some level of certainty about the

future prices on offer. Our dynamic “day-ahead” TDP plan provides that certainty by announcing

the prices 24 hours in advance. Given the vastly different characteristics of landline voice and

multimedia-rich data traffic, however, results from real-time pricing of voice calls cannot be used

to interpret the effectiveness of day-ahead TDP in mobile data plans.

The need to conduct field experiments on dynamic time-dependent pricing is further motivated

by recent studies in the literature, which show that users’ reactions to usage- or QoS-based

pricing in wired data networks depend on the interfaces with which users can monitor their

usage behavior [17]–[19]. These studies in HCI have demonstrated how well-designed interfaces

can help users adjust their demand according to the prices offered, thus simplifying complex

pricing schemes. Therefore, in this work we use rigorous design principles to develop our pricing

system and its related user-facing components.

Our work extends earlier smart data pricing research [20]–[22] in three key aspects. First, it

introduces an updated theoretical framework to offer dynamic day-ahead time-dependent prices

by developing an optimization model to compute prices based on both demand and supply

side factors, including the possibility of additional demand driven by discounts. Secondly, it

operationalizes the framework as a system prototype with user-side mobile apps for both iOS

and Android. Third, it validates this system with two wireless ISPs - from the east and west

coast of the US - whose users are shown to respond positively to dynamic TDP data plans.
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III. COMPUTING TIME-DEPENDENT PRICES

We first discuss in Section III-A some practical considerations that a price computation

framework should satisfy in order to be deployable in a real system. We then present a demand-

side model in Section III-B and formulate the price optimization in Section III-C.

A. Model Requirements

The analytical model used for price computation by such a TDP system should work based only

on the observable aggregate usage data. That is, it should avoid techniques such as deep-packet

inspection (DPI) to monitor and measure data at the granularity of each individual user’s usage

and application types, thus protecting user privacy and maintaining scalability. In most networks,

thousands of user sessions may pass through the same network bottleneck (e.g., middle-mile,

base station) in any hour, making it impractical to infer utility function parameters for individual

users. Moreover, the user utility in a given hour will also depend on the full range of prices

over the day and the applications that they use at any given time, resulting in multi-dimensional

utility functions. All these factors make user-level utility functions and subsequent parameter

inference an impractical modeling approach.

Instead of modeling user-level utility functions, we estimate price- and delay-sensitivity across

different traffic classes based only on the aggregate data demand. We use “waiting functions” to

probabilistically model the amount of data that a user is willing to shift from one time period

to another, given the set of time-dependent prices over the day. The parameters of each waiting

function capture the tradeoff between a user’s willingness to defer usage of some virtual traffic

class and the price discounts offered. We then use nonlinear curve-fitting between the observed

and expected aggregate demand to estimate the waiting function parameters.

B. Network Usage Model

To realize TDP, the ISP has to choose the incentives offered so as to maximize its profit, i.e.,

its revenue with TDP less the cost of overshooting network capacity. We set up this optimization

by deriving an expression for Xs, the usage volume in each time period s with TDP, which will

then be used to derive expressions for the ISP’s revenues and costs in Section III-C.

We can calculate Xs as a function of the baseline usage at time s before TDP, plus the change

in usage volume with TDP. In computing this change in usage from the pre-TDP baseline, we

have to account for two possible effects: time-shifting of usage from more to less expensive
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time periods, and any additional increase in usage driven by the discounts themselves. As the

users’ baseline data usage follows some daily patterns2, we assume that overall usage behavior

is cyclic with periodicity T (e.g, T = 24 for daily periodicity [23]); we relax this assumption

in Section IV. Thus, we consider T time periods in each day, indexed by s = 1, 2, . . . , T , each

of which is associated with a time-dependent price ps. We also normalize the price units so that

the time-independent base price (i.e., which the ISP charges without TDP) is 1 (e.g., this can

correspond to usage-based fees of $10/GB). We further define the time-dependent discounts as

d(s) = 1− ps, i.e., discounts off of the base price. We constrain d(s) ≥ 0, ensuring that the ISP

never offers prices above the base price. This constraint fits with our goal of helping ISPs move

away from offering usage penalties to an incentive-based model for influencing changes in user

behavior. While this may limit ISP profits, it is psychologically reassuring for users as they are

guaranteed that the base price is the maximum they will pay at any time.

Let V (s) denote the baseline usage volume at time s prior to introducing TDP. We first formu-

late the additional increase in usage that is driven solely by the discount offered, independent of

the usage time-shifting. The exact increase cannot be directly measured, as the observed usage

also includes the effect of time-shifting. Thus, we introduce a parameter αs that models the

degree to which usage volume at time s increases with the discount offered. In Section IV-B,

we will discuss how the value of αs can be estimated from measurable quantities. For any value

of αs, this term should be zero when no discount is offered so that only positive discounts lead

to an increase in usage. We use a power-law3 functional form

V (s) ((1 + d(s))αs − 1) (1)

to represent the increase in usage at time s due to the discount at time s.

We now consider the amount of usage shifted from one time period to another. Users are

heterogeneous in their willingness to shift data usage to a different time for different types

of applications. However, since for privacy reasons we do not have application-specific usage

data, we account for user and application heterogeneity by logically grouping the usage from

different applications across the user base into a total of B virtual traffic classes, indexed by

b = 1, 2, . . . , B. These classes will be parameterized based on the “shiftability” of the traffic, i.e.,

2In some locations, weekend and weekday traffic patterns can be very different. We can thus solve for separate prices on

weekends and weekdays; we omit this step here for clarity.
3The power-law form is consistent with the user demand functions assumed in economics literature [24].
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the users of all traffic sessions belonging to a particular class are assumed to exhibit the same

willingness to shift this usage in exchange for a given lower price. For example, these classes

may correspond to different types of multimedia applications, such as ultra-high definition video,

cloud backups, video conferencing, web browsing, etc. Modeling in terms of traffic classes also

allows us to retain computational scalability in our model: instead of accounting for the behavior

of each individual user, we simply estimate the behavior of each traffic class.

Users’ willingness to shift their usage depends not only on the amount of time that the traffic

of a given class is shifted by, but also on the amount of money that can be saved by such shifting.

We therefore define the probability that users who are generating session traffic of class b will

defer their traffic from time s to time t as

wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T ) , (2)

which we call as a “waiting function.” This function captures the tradeoff that users face between

receiving a monetary reward and delaying their usage, as discussed in the behavioral psychology

literature by [25]. The notation (d(t)− d(s)) is the difference in the price (or discount) per unit

volume between periods t and s, and |t− s|T denotes the amount of time4 that users wait if

they defer to a future time, t. The parameter β(b) characterizes the delay sensitivity for class

b traffic. For instance, in our later examples we consider waiting functions to have the form

wβ(b) (δ, τ) = µβ(b) max(δ, 0) (τ + 1)−β(b), where µβ(b) > 0 is a normalization parameter to

ensure that this probability function value lies in (0, 1). This functional form ensures that the

probability of waiting typically decreases rapidly with time to wait τ ; a smaller β(b) parameter

indicates more willingness to delay traffic in class b. Similar functional forms have been used

in economic theory to model time-discounting of user utilities [26], [27].

We now use these waiting functions to find the amount of usage shifted into and out of

a given period s. Let each traffic class b correspond to a fraction ρb(s) of the total traffic

volume, so that the expected amount of usage in traffic class b shifted from time s to time t is

V (s)ρb(s)wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T ). Thus, the change in usage for time s due to time-shifting

of usage is
∑B

b=1

∑s−1
t=s−T+1 V (t) ρb (t)wβ(b) (d(s)− d(t), |s− t|T ) −

∑B
b=1

∑s+T
t=s+1 V (s) ρb(s)

4If t > s, then |t− s|T = t − s, but if t < s, we assume that users defer from time s to time t on the next day. The time

between these two periods is then t+ T − s. For modeling purposes, we assume that since users know what data they want to

consume at the current time, they can delay it to future time periods to get the price discounts. But they do not shift their usage

from a future periods into the current period because their future usage amounts are unknown and hard to shift preemptively.
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wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T ), where the first sum represents the volume of usage shifted into time

s from other time periods and the second sum the usage shifted out of time s to other periods.

Combining this expression with the increase in usage (1), the total usage5 at time s with TDP is

X(s) =V (s) (1 + d(s))αs +
B∑
b=1

s−1∑
t=s−T+1

V (t) ρb (t)wβ(b) (d(s)− d(t), |s− t|T )

−
B∑
b=1

s+T∑
t=s+1

V (s) ρb (s)wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T ) . (3)

C. Profit Maximization

Maximizing the ISP’s profit with TDP is equivalent to optimizing the change in profit relative

to that without TDP. We find the ISP’s change in revenue and operational cost as a function of

the discounts offered and then show that maximizing this change in profit with respect to the

time-dependent discounts is a convex optimization problem, which can be solved efficiently.

We first calculate the change in revenue ∆R compared to the revenue under time-independent

pricing, which is
(∑T

s=1 V (s)
)

(with p(s) is normalized to 1). There are two sources of this

change in revenue: lost revenue due to the discounts offered, and a gain in revenue due to

additional demand generated by the discounts over the baseline usage. To calculate the loss in

revenue, we first note that if no shifting occurs, the ISP loses revenue V (s)d(s) in each period s

due to the discount offered. We now adjust this term to account for traffic shifted from period s

to other times t. The difference in the discount per unit usage between time s to time t is d(t)−

d(s), and the amount of traffic shifted to time t is
∑B

b=1 V (s)ρb(s)wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T ).

Thus, the total loss of revenue from traffic in each time s may be expressed as V (s)d(s) +∑
t6=s (d(t)− d(s))

∑B
b=1 V (s)ρb(s)wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T ) . The gain in revenue due to the

traffic increase can be calculated by multiplying the price (ps = 1− d(s)) with the increase in

usage at time s. From (3), the revenue gain is therefore (1− d(s))V (s) ((1 + d(s))αs − 1), and

the total change in revenue is

∆R (d(1), . . . , d(T )) =
T∑
s=1

[
V (s)

(
1 + (d(s)− 1) (1 + d(s))αs

)
+
∑
t6=s

(d(t)− d(s))
B∑
b=1

V (s)ρb(s)wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T )

]
. (4)

5Additional formulation details are provided in Appendix B.
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We now find the ISP’s operational cost under time-dependent pricing. We suppose that, at

each time s, the ISP’s network has effective capacity Cs, which is the available capacity (i.e.,

total capacity minus any background traffic and other traffic not charged according to the time-

dependent prices. If the usage at any time exceeds the network capacity, then the ISP must

accommodate this extra usage, incurring a cost gs (max (X(s)− Cs, 0)), where the network

usage X(s) is given by (3). For instance, the function g can include the cost of increased

consumer complaints or churn due to congestion.

As the network usage X(s) increases, we expect the ISP cost gs (max (X(s)− Cs, 0)) to also

increase. For simplicity, we take gs to have a constant marginal cost γs; the ISP’s total cost due

to congestion can then be written as

G (d(1), . . . , d(T )) =
T∑
s=1

γs max (X(s)− Cs, 0) (5)

The change in capacity cost relative to that without TDP is G−
∑

s γs max (V (s)− Cs, 0). Since

the cost without TDP is a discount-independent constant, we can omit it from the ISP’s opti-

mization problem. Maximizing the ISP’s total change in profit is then equivalent to minimizing

the sum of the revenue loss ∆R in (4) and the total cost G in (5):

min
d(s)

T∑
s=1

[
γs max (X(s)− Cs, 0) + V (s) (1 + (d(s)− 1) (1 + d(s))αs)

+
∑
t6=s

(d(t)− d(s))
B∑
b=1

V (s)ρb(s)wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T )

]
(6)

s.t. d(s) ≥ 0, s = 1, 2, . . . , T. (7)

As discussed above, we restrict the discount variables to be nonnegative to ensure that users will

not pay more for data usage under TDP than they would have before TDP.

Proposition 1. The optimization problem (6–7) is convex if γs ≤ 2/(1− αs) for all times s.

The proof of Proposition 1 is provided in Appendix A.

Note that as αs → 1, i.e., the additional demand increases linearly with the discount, the

marginal cost of extra capacity, γs, can be arbitrarily large. Typically, such additional demand

generated will be relatively small (α ∈ [0, 1)), requiring that γs ≤ 2 in order for (6–7) to be

convex. Since we normalize the maximum base price to 1, we effectively constrain the marginal

cost of exceeding capacity to be no more than twice the marginal price charged to users. As
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the marginal cost is generally less than the marginal price to ensure a positive ISP profit, this

condition will hold true and the optimization will be convex for all practical purposes.

As it is formulated as a convex optimization problem, (6–7) can be solved rapidly to calculate

the optimized discounts over the day using standard optimization techniques. The convex struc-

ture of this formulation also ensures that our pricing algorithms are scalable to multiple traffic

classes and time periods. We elaborate on these pricing algorithms in the next section.

IV. PRICING ALGORITHMS

In Sections IV-A and IV-B, we provide price-computation and estimation algorithms needed

to employ the model developed in Section III. We also demonstrate these algorithms’ efficacy

and scalability in Section IV-C using numerical evaluation with some real data.

A. Dynamic Day-Ahead Pricing

We use the framework of dynamic day-ahead TDP to relax the assumption that users’ behavior

is perfectly cyclical from day to day. Over time, users’ attitudes towards their data usage can

change, e.g., as new apps become popular. Such changes in user behavior are reflected in our

model through updates to the parameter values of the waiting functions. Thus, while the discounts

that minimize (6) can serve as a starting point for determining time-dependent prices, these

discounts must also evolve over time. In other words, the prices and waiting function parameters

will be updated dynamically over some pre-defined time window. For example, in day-ahead

pricing, the ISP will compute each price point a day in advance using updated parameters in its

user behavior model. We introduce the following procedure for determining the offered prices:

Step 1. The ISP conducts a pre-rollout pilot study to gather usage data and estimate the initial user behavior

parameters αs, ρb(s), and β(b) in (3). We suggest methods for this estimation in Sec. IV-B.

Step 2. Given these parameters, the ISP calculates the optimal discounts for times s = 1, 2, . . . , T as in (6).

Step 3. Users view these prices on their mobile devices and adjust their usage accordingly.

Step 4. After each period s, the ISP solves for the optimal discount d(s + T ) using (6), given the previously

computed discounts d(s+ 1), d(s+ 2), . . . , d(s+ T − 1).

Step 5. The ISP re-estimates the parameters β(b), ρs(b), and αs, periodically (e.g., once a week). This re-estimation

should only be performed once a sufficient number of data points have been gathered to avoid overfitting

the data.

Step 6. At longer intervals, e.g., once a month, the ISP solves for the baseline time-independent pricing usage V (s).

This step should be performed less often than the parameter estimation, since we assume the baseline usage

volume will remain relatively stable on a daily or weekly timescale.
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By allowing for periodic re-estimation of the user behavior parameters and baseline usage, this

procedure allows ISPs to optimally solve for the time-dependent prices while adjusting to changes

in application traffic proportions, demand surges, and other user behavior changes.

B. Estimating User Behavior

We now consider the user behavior estimation in step 1 of Section IV-A’s pricing algorithm.

We must estimate three types of parameters: the fractions of traffic corresponding to each traffic

class, ρb(s); the waiting function parameters β(b); and the time-varying discount-driven usage

increase parameters, αs. To choose the optimized parameter values, we employ nonlinear curve-

fitting algorithms to compute the parameter values for which (3) holds best, i.e., to solve

min
ρb(s),β(b),αs

∑
t

(Y (t)−X (t, ρb(s), β(b), αs))
2 , (8)

where the sum includes all times for which we have usage and price data, Y (t) denotes the

observed usage at time s, and X (t, ρb(s), β(b), αs) denotes the right-hand-side of (3) at time t

as a function of the parameter values.6 Since this function is nonlinear in the parameter values,

we cannot efficiently solve (8) for optimality. A variety of curve-fitting methods exist for such

estimation problems [28], which can used to solve (8) without changing the formulation of our

model. We use the commonly employed Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [29], a hybrid of the

gradient descent and Gauss-Newton algorithms. This algorithm has the additional advantage of

being iterative: as user behavior changes over time, we can quickly re-estimate parameter values

using our previous estimates as “warm start” initial points. These behavior changes can reflect

both short-term fluctuations, e.g., users’ patience levels varying from day to day, as well as

longer-term changes, e.g., when users begin to use data in different ways.

The system can be recalibrated over time by re-estimating the baseline usage with time-

independent prices, V (s), as in Step 6 of Section IV-A’s pricing algorithm. An obvious, albeit

impractical, way to do so is to actually offer time-independent prices to some users periodically

and observe their usage levels. But this method risks confusing users accustomed to time-

dependent pricing, and furthermore will erode ISPs’ gains from offering TDP in the first place.

As an alternative, we note that if accurate parameter values are known, (3) is linear in the baseline

6We note that the usage X (t, ρb(s), β(b), αs) at time t is a function of the parameter values ρb(s), β(b), and αs at all times

s, not just ρb(t) and αt.
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usage values V (s). Thus, by fixing the parameters to their most current estimated values and

taking X(s) as a function of the baseline usage volumes V (s), (3) becomes a system of linear

equations. Solving for the new V (s) is then a quadratic minimization problem

min
V (s)

∑
t

(Y (t)−X (t, V (s)))2 , (9)

which may be easily solved with standard algorithms.

The estimations in (8) and (9) require specifying a functional form for the waiting functions

wβ(b). While any functional form can be used with this formulation, we assume the following

conditions to make it reasonably consistent with expected user behavior. First, if no change in

discounts is offered, users do not shift any of their traffic, as they have no incentive to do so:

wβ(b) (0, τ) = 0 when τ > 0. Second, for a fixed time to wait τ , users’ willingness to wait is

increasing in the change in discounts δ: users are more likely to defer their traffic if they receive

a larger monetary reward for doing so. Finally, we assume that for a fixed change in discounts

δ, wβ(b) is decreasing in τ : users are less likely to wait for a longer period of time. We also

suppose that users will not shift their traffic for more than one day: wβ(b) (δ, τ) = 0 if τ > T .

C. Numerical Evaluation

We first demonstrate the accuracy of Section IV-B’s user behavior estimation using a network

usage dataset from a wireless ISP. We then use these parameters to perform a sample day-ahead

price calculation using the algorithms of Section IV-A. The runtimes of both algorithms are well

within operational requirements, even with many traffic classes and time periods in a day.

Behavior estimation efficacy: In this example, we consider waiting functions of the form

wβ(b) (δ, τ) =
µβ max(δ, 0)

(τ + 1)β(b)
, (10)

where µβ is an appropriate normalizing constant7 to map wβ(b) in (0, 1). These functions satisfy

the requirements that wβ(b) (0, τ) = 0 and that wβ(b) is increasing in δ and decreasing in τ .

Figure 1a shows the cumulative normalized root-mean-square error in usage estimation over

three days when we estimate the waiting function parameters based on the preceding 30 days of

data from 7 users who received random time-dependent prices for 33 days (Section VII). The

7We can define µβ(b) =
∑T
τ=1(τ +1)−β(b), i.e., the sum of all possible waiting function values given a maximum difference

in usage fees of 1.
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error is consistently between 10% and 30%, indicating that our estimates are accurate even on

the relatively noisy usage data generated by our 7 users.

To show that our estimation is accurate in settings beyond this user trial, we consider a model

of T = 24 periods and B = 3 traffic classes. We take the first, second, and third traffic classes

to have respectively low, medium, and high delay sensitivities: β(1) = 0.5, β(2) = 1, and

β(3) = 3. We use data from 27 customers of an Alaskan ISP (cf. Section VII) to calculate the

time-independent traffic volumes V (s) and proportions of traffic ρb(s) corresponding to each

traffic class for each period. Traffic class 1 corresponds to downloads, traffic class 2 to video

streaming, and traffic class 3 to social networking and emails. The αs parameters are chosen

from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1.

We simulate two weeks of data usage patterns with random time-dependent discounts chosen

from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 and T = 24. We then calculate the resulting traffic

volumes X(s) according to (3) with the parameters and usage volumes above, and mimic real

user behavior by adding a random variable of x(s), drawn from a normal distribution with

mean 0 and variance X(s)/2, to each X(s). The mean percentage difference |x(s)/X(s)− 1|

between the perturbed and ideal usage was 8.77%. After estimating the parameters according

to (8), we find that the calculated traffic volumes Y (s) with the estimated parameters are very

close to the actual time-dependent traffic volumes X(s), with a mean percentage error of 2.16%.

The estimated αs values are within 0.1 of the true values 90% of the time. The estimated β(b)

values are (β(1), β(2), β(3)) = (0.513, 1.113, 2.951), which are quite close to the actual values

of (0.5, 1, 3) that were used in simulating the data usage pattern under TDP.

Price calculation: We next calculate the optimized day-ahead prices over two days of traffic,

using the user behavior parameters above. We consider the ISP cost parameters for capacity of a

bottleneck pipe and the cost of overshooting it to be Cs = 72MB and γs = $50/GB for all times

s. Figure 1b shows the optimal prices and the resulting usage in each hour, compared to the

pre-TDP usage baseline. The simulation demonstrates that the algorithm to compute TDP offers

higher prices in peak periods to reduce network congestion and lower prices in valley periods

to incentivize shifts in demand, thereby creating a flatter demand profile for better resource

utilization, i.e., with decreases in the peak usage and increases in off-peak usage.

We further evaluate the effect of the length of the pricing period: while hourly prices are

intuitively easy for users to understand, changing the prices less frequently (e.g., peak-load

pricing, which uses two peak/off-peak periods) may also reduce network congestion. We simulate

14
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Fig. 1: (a) Usage estimation and (b) TDP simulation on data from an Alaska user trial (Section VII). Our estimation

has relatively small errors (under 30%), and TDP reduces the peak usage and fills up the valley periods.

offering 3, 12, and 24 prices per day (corresponding to 8, 2, and 1 hour length periods) and

find that our pricing plan with hourly prices reduces traffic peaks most significantly; it leads to

a peak-to-average traffic ratio of 1.3625, compared to 1.4455 for 2-hour prices, and 1.5648 for

8-hour prices. More details on these simulations are given in Appendix D.

Algorithm scalability: We implement our behavior estimation and optimal price calculation

algorithms in Matlab and Python and evaluate their runtimes as we increase the optimization

complexity, i.e., the number of traffic classes and periods in a day. The price computation of

each future period should finish within the duration of the current period, and the user behavior

estimation, which is run daily, should finish within 24 hours. Theoretical complexity bounds

for these algorithms depend on the specific optimization method used. For instance, using the

subgradient method [30] to find the optimal prices has complexity O(ε−2T 2), where ε is the

permitted error, for finding T optimal prices (step 2 of Section IV-A’s algorithm); subsequent

day-ahead price calculations (step 4 of Section IV-A’s algorithm) have complexity O(ε−2T ) as

only one price needs to be optimized. Using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for the behavior

estimation (steps 5 and 6 of the algorithm) has complexity O(ε−2T 3B3) [31]. We emphasize

that we ran basic implementations of our algorithms on a commodity Intel Xeon server; using

faster hardware or refining the optimization algorithms used will likely decrease the runtimes

significantly. More details on the complexity bounds are given in Appendix C.

First, we measure the computational overhead (the total runtime in Matlab) as we increase the

number of periods from 12 to 144 (2 hour to 10 minute periods). Table Ib shows the measured
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Number of Traffic Classes

Periods 2 4 8

12 0.21 12.99 21.52

24 3.33 47.08 75.47

48 15.99 197.22 215.42

(a) Behavior estimation (minutes).

Number of Periods 12 24 48 96 144

Behavior Estimation 12.76 200.0 959.6 1967 15040

Price Calculation 1.67 1.69 1.70 1.81 1.84

(b) Behavior estimation and price calculation (seconds).

TABLE I: Runtime of the behavior estimation and price calculation algorithms.

run-time of the parameter estimation and price calculation algorithms. Even with 144 periods, the

price calculation is quite fast; the estimation algorithm performs adequately, as it runs only once

a day for day-ahead TDP. We also measure the effect of adding traffic classes to the behavior

estimation, as shown in Table Ia. The computation with 48 periods and 8 traffic classes still takes

less than 4 hours (215.42 minutes), which is more than fast enough, as the estimation runs once

a day. Our estimation uses one month of simulated data, which was generated by perturbing the

usage predicted from given waiting functions by up to 50%. The reported running times were

averaged across five computations with random data and starting points.

V. SYSTEM DESIGN

Implementing a new pricing mechanism in a network operator’s billing system requires in-

corporating new functionalities such as real-time usage measurement and price computation. We

develop an architectural framework to separate these functionalities between the system backend

(in the network core) and the end-user devices (at the network edge), which shown in Figure 2.

In the system backend, i.e., on the ISP-side, our system has usage measurement, user behavior

estimation, and price computation modules. For the user device, we develop a mobile app that

exchanges price and usage information with the system backend. The design and evaluation of

the resulting IT artifact also offers a prototype for conducting network pricing experiments.
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Fig. 2: Functionality separation between the network backend and edge devices.

Relatively few works have developed human-facing systems for field experiments with cellular

networks. Some exceptions include the Eden system [32], which modifies a home router to

provide users with an intuitive interface for managing their “home network experience.” Similarly,

the Homework project [33] modifies the handling of protocols and services in the home router to

monitor data usage, prioritize different devices, and monitor other users’ data consumption. These

works, however, focus on user interaction and interface design. In contrast, our work focuses on

studying the impact of economic incentives (i.e., pricing) on user behavior, requiring us to develop

a new ISP- and user-side architecture that can be deployed in practice. The user interfaces of

our mobile pricing application incorporated recommendations from usability research and were

refined through multiple rounds of focus group studies.

A. System Architecture

Network backend system: We implemented the network backend components on a Linux

system with an Intel Xeon 2.0 GHz CPU and 8GB of RAM. We provide a standard web-based

API so that any device supporting web connectivity can exchange data with the ISP server. The

implementation is in Python using the Django and MySQL DB.

Mobile app: We designed and implemented a mobile application that runs on end-user devices

(i.e., at the network edge) for both the iOS and Android platforms. This app pulls the price

information from the ISP server at regular intervals over a secure TLS/SSL connection and

displays the prices for the next 24 hours to the users. The prices on offer are shown in a color-

17



(a) Price display. (b) Price and usage. (c) Top 5 applications.

Fig. 3: Screenshots of the TDP app on an iPhone. iPhone users can a) check the prices for next 24 hours, b) learn

from price and usage history, and c) identify top 5 apps by bandwidth usage.

coded format8, e.g., red for a high price (no discount) and green for a low price (50% discount).

The app also displays the user’s mobile data usage history by day, week, and month, as well as

information about the top five bandwidth consuming apps. These interfaces are shown in Figure

3. The current price is displayed in a color-coded indicator in the top bar of the device’s home

screen so that users can view this price without having to launch the app.

In the following sections of the paper, we show how this system was deployed in two field

trials. The first trial offered optimized dynamic day-ahead time-dependent pricing to a group

of AT&T users using the price computation algorithms introduced in Section IV. The second

trial was conducted with an Alaskan ISP for which a non-optimized TDP plan was deployed to

perform exogeneous price variations to understand the degree to which individuals are actually

responsive to these interventions, thus demonstrating the generalizability of the results.

8In order to ensure that the design does not disadvantage color-blind users, we also provide the price information as %

discounts and as $/GB as secondary signals.
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VI. TRIAL 1: OPTIMIZED DYNAMIC DAY-AHEAD TIME-DEPENDENT PRICING

In this section, we provide an overview of an optimized dynamic day-ahead TDP trial con-

ducted with AT&T cellular users. For brevity, we will refer to the trials as TDP trials. We expect

that the optimized TDP will offer lower prices in off-peak periods, i.e., those with lower usage,

and higher prices at peak times. We discuss our experimental setup and data collection methods

before presenting our trial results, which show that TDP can benefit both users and ISPs.

A. Trial Setup

Network setup: The technical intricacies of operational cellular networks introduce challenges

for conducting pricing experiments. AT&T provided an Access Point Name (APN) that allowed

us to separate the participants’ 3G data traffic from all other AT&T customers’ traffic9. After

this setup, AT&T securely tunneled trial participants’ 3G traffic from its 3G core network to our

lab server that offered the time-dependent prices.

Software installation: The trial participants installed a custom profile on their iPads that

specified a custom APN name, allowing data traffic from the iPads to reach the APN that AT&T

created for the trial. The custom profile also disabled WiFi so that participants did not offload

their traffic onto a supplementary network.As shown in Figure 3, the participants also installed

our mobile app on their devices to view the prices offered from our server. In order to add

certain features (e.g., color-coded price discount information on the home screen), we had to

jailbreak all of the iPads to gain root access to these devices10.

Money flow: We recruited 9 participating households in Princeton, NJ, using mailing lists.

Like other studies with expensive methodologies (e.g., neuroIS experiments [34]), the scale of

the experiment was limited by financial and regulatory constraints, as discussed in Section VIII.

Our participants had diverse ages, genders, and professions. Additionally, we conducted a second

trial of similar scale in Alaska (Section VII) to demonstrate generalizability of the key insights.

Each participant was leased an iPad2 with AT&T connectivity for the duration of the trial. To

ensure that users’ behavior during the trial reflected their real usage and spending preferences,

we charged users for data access according to our time-dependent pricing. These prices were

9We used AT&T’s 3G network because its all IP-core 4G network was not operational at the trial location at that time.
10In the follow up trial with users of an Alaskan operator (Section VII), we allowed users to use WiFi and tracked WiFi

availability in our app. Jailbreaking their devices was not a practical option, and hence we used a simpler TDP realization.
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offered one day in advance and changed in each hour (i.e., T = 24 in Section IV’s pricing model).

We paid AT&T according to its actual data plan (a flat rate of $32 for 2GB and $10/GB for

additional data for each iPad), thus acting as a resale ISP offering TDP to the trial participants.

Data collected: We collected 78 days of pre-trial data and 11 days of TDP trial data at an

hourly granularity. During the trial, we recorded the price offered and each user’s volume of

cellular data usage in each hour of the day. We did not record per-app usage data due to privacy

concerns, but did display this data to users in their trial apps to help them monitor their usage.

B. Patterns in the Data: Usage and Revenue

TDP’s effectiveness depends on how the offered prices impact hourly traffic volume, users’

and ISPs’ cost and revenues, and the network’s peak-to-average traffic ratio (PAR). Ideally, TDP

should lead to (i) higher traffic in lower-priced periods, (ii) a “win-win” on costs for both users

and ISPs, and (iii) a lower PAR. We now assess whether our TDP system achieved these goals.

We first consider the impact of the offered prices on the hourly traffic volume: Do users use

more (less) data in the low-priced (high-priced) periods than before the trial?

To control for differences in user behavior and hourly variations in usage over the day, we

calculate the ratio of the usage during the trial and the average usage in each hour before

the trial at the same hour of the day, for each user. We use logarithmic ratios to account for

the long tail of the usage distribution. Figure 4 shows these ratios for different prices offered,

corresponding to red, orange, and green color-coded price indicators (i.e., high, medium, and low

prices) in the trial app. We see that typically during the lower-priced (green) periods, the average

usage increased, while during the higher-priced (red) periods, the average usage decreased. This

indicates that users responded to the prices by adjusting their usage volumes in these periods.

We next explore the impact of users’ response to TDP on the $ amount paid by them per GB,

and consequently, on the revenues of the ISP: Can TDP create a “win-win” for both users and

ISPs? This “win-win” can result when a user pays a lower $/GB price for data, but increases

his/her overall usage in GB in the low-priced periods, thus increasing the ISP’s revenue as well.

To show that this outcome occurred in our TDP trial, we first plot the amount of money that users

paid for data in $/GB. Figure 5a shows that users on average paid between $7.60 and $9.20/GB

over the trial period (compared to the original baseline price of $10/GB without TDP), indicating

that they saved some money per GB by using more data during low-priced times. But Figure 5b

shows that users also consumed a higher volume of data in GB over the month. This outcome
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(c) Monthly amount paid.

Fig. 5: With TDP, users (a) save money per GB and (b) increase overall usage, and (c) the ISP’s revenue increases.

may be explained by a “sales day” effect that induces users to take advantage of the discounted

low-priced periods by increasing their usage at those times (in addition to shifting traffic to these

periods). As a result, the ISP’s revenue also increased, as shown in Figure 5c.11

Given the increase in overall usage with TDP, we finally explore the trial’s impact on the

peak-to-average ratio of (PAR) traffic volume, i.e., How does TDP affect the PAR?

Figure 6 shows the distribution of daily usage statistics before and during the trial. Figure

6b shows that the average hourly usage increased during the trial, which is consistent with

the increase in ISP revenue observed above. But Figure 6a shows that although the daily peak

volumes during the trial may increase, the maximum peak usage does not increase. Thus, although

the ISP earns a higher revenue, its capacity needs do not increase; instead, TDP leads to better

11Note that these results are averages: a user who remains financially conservative will enjoy a reduction in their monthly bill,

while others might consume more content at a lower marginal rate, thus also helping the ISP to improve revenue and congestion.
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Fig. 6: With TDP, (a) the maximum peak usage doesn’t increase although daily peaks can; (b) users increase their

overall usage (in off-peak periods), leading to (c) lower PARs (i.e., flatter demand profile).

utilization of the available capacity. Furthermore, the distribution of the PARs in Figure 6c shows

that they are generally smaller during compared to before the trial, indicating that usage was

spread more evenly across the day. This result is consistent with greater increases in usage during

lower-price times, as lower prices would be offered during less congested times. These findings

are also supported by the post-trial debriefing of participants in Appendix F.

These results together indicate three key results: (i) mobile users will respond to time-

dependent prices by adjusting their usage, (ii) users can benefit from a lower $/GB price,

which can induce them to use more data, thus, increasing the ISP’s revenue, and (iii) this

additional demand will be realized mostly in low-priced periods, thus improving available

resource utilization without requiring expansions to existing capacity.

VII. TRIAL 2: DAY-AHEAD TIME-DEPENDENT PRICING IN ALASKA

Following the previous trial of the system prototype with AT&T users, we conducted a

second trial with a cellular operator in Alaska to reinforce the insights on user response to

time-varying prices. In this experiment, the prices offered at different times were randomized

(i.e., not optimized) so as to avoid endogeneity issues in the econometric analysis. This trial also

allows us to evaluate whether users with a different demographics will respond to time-varying

prices in a similar manner as the AT&T users and if users shift demand in cellular networks when

they have access to a secondary network, i.e., WiFi. Due to financial and regulatory constraints,

we limited our field trial to 18 participants recruited by the operator from their existing user
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base, who were randomly assigned to treatment and control groups. Unlike the AT&T trial with

leased iPads, all participants used their personal Android smartphones throughout the trial.

A. Trial Groups and Setup

In the pre-trial phase of one year, we passively recorded users’ hourly data usage volume,

without changing their data plans. We then conducted a one-month pricing trial in which we

randomly assigned the users into a control group and a treatment group, which received the

dynamic day-ahead time-dependent prices; we refer to the treatment group as the TDP group.

Thus, we have long panel data of pre-trial data over one year for these 18 users and 30 days

of trial usage data, collected hourly for each user. The control group had 11 users who received

a mobile app on their smartphones that monitored and displayed their data usage throughout

the trial month, aiming to educate users on their behavior. Figures 7a–7c show screenshots of

the app. The control group users were charged a baseline usage-based fee of $20/GB, which is

the standard rate plan of the Alaskan ISP. The 7 users assigned to the TDP group12 received

a similar app, which had the same usage monitoring features as the control app and displayed

hourly time-dependent prices (Figure 7d). The random price offered in each hour was chosen

from four different time-dependent price points: $10/GB, $15/GB, $18/GB, and $20/GB, i.e., 0

to 50% discounts off of the $20/GB baseline price. To help users easily differentiate between the

price points, each was represented in a different color (red, orange, yellow, and green for $20,

$18, $15, and $10/GB respectively) on the price indicator bar in the app. At any given time, the

users could view the prices for the next 24 hours, and a new price point was added every hour.

All TDP users received the same set of prices, i.e., non-discriminatory at any given time.

B. Data and Descriptive Statistics

Throughout the trial phase, we recorded hourly cellular and WiFi usage volume for each

user, as well as the time-dependent prices offered. Since the operator’s servers recorded only

cellular usage, we used the trial apps to record users’ hourly WiFi usage volumes and sent these

measurements to our servers13. We aggregate the recorded per-application usage statistics over a

12Originally we had 9 users in the TDP group from the randomized assignment, but 2 users were removed as their mobile

apps malfunctioned. Even without these users, the control and treatment groups were statistically similar.
13Sending such statistics consumed negligible amounts of data and did not affect the trial results.
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(a) App home screen. (b) Daily usage graphs. (c) Cellular usage by app. (d) TDP home screen.

Fig. 7: Screenshots of the Android GUIs of the trial’s control and TDP apps.

day for privacy preservation; hence, we do not measure the price elasticity of demand for each

individual application. Both groups of trial participants, control and treatment (TDP), displayed

statistically similar usage volumes and hourly usage patterns during the pre-trial period14.

Table II summarizes the 3G data usage and WiFi availability statistics for each group of users

during the trial. The TDP users have slightly higher average usage than control users, but use

WiFi a little less. While the pre-trial usage volumes of the control and TDP users follow the

same distribution, the distribution of the usage volume of these two groups of users during the

trial should be statistically different if the TDP group users shift their usage in response to the

prices. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests find statistically significant differences between the control

and TDP users’ usage distributions at each of the four discount levels offered, suggesting that

the time-dependent prices induced TDP users to change their usage behavior.

As in the optimized AT&T trial, we find that both users and the ISP benefit from TDP. Figure

8a shows that all users paid < $15/GB, indicating that they saved money with TDP on a $/GB

basis. However, Figure 8b shows that the operator’s revenue also increased because of additional

demand being generated in the discounted hours, indicating a “win-win” scenario.

14We find that average pre-trial daily usage volume is similarly distributed among users of both groups: both samples follow

a normal distribution (the Lilliefors test fails to reject the null hypothesis with significance p > 0.1 for both groups), and the

unpaired t-test fails to reject the null hypothesis at a significance p = 0.511.
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(b) Monthly amount paid for each TDP user.

Fig. 8: With time-dependent pricing, (a) users save money per GB, and (b) the ISP’s overall revenue increases.

TABLE II: Descriptive statistics: control vs. treatment.

Control Treatment (TDP)

Variable Mean St. Dev. N Mean St. Dev. N Total N

Hourly Trial Usage 0.547 2.618 8,712 0.652 3.577 5,544 14,256

Price Offered – – – 15.001 4.598 792 792

WiFi Available∗ 0.39 0.488 8,712 0.266 0.442 5,544 14,256
∗1 = some WiFi used; 0 = not used. N = number of data points

C. Econometric Specification and Results

The data collected from the experiment is studied using regression analysis – a statistical

method used in econometrics to estimate the relationships among variables. Regression allows

one to understand how a dependent variable (DV) changes when any one of the independent

variables (IVs) or predictors is varied, while the other IVs are held constant. In the context

of this experiment, the usage volumes at different times of the day serve as the dependent

variable. We include several independent variables. First, data usage tends to be lower night

and higher during the day [23]. To account for this periodicity, we employ an Auto-Regressive

Distributed Lag (ARDL) model15 [37]. Including a lagged usage variable also allows for temporal

interdependence of usage in consecutive periods if users continue their data sessions from one

period to the next. Second, the usage volume in a given hour with day-ahead TDP will depend on

15While a lagged dependent variable and individual fixed effects may bias the estimation of the coefficients on the order of

1/T [35], where T is the length of the time dimension, the length of our time dimension mitigates any such concerns [36].
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both the current and future prices: users may increase their usage in anticipation of high future

prices, or decrease their usage to wait for lower future prices. A generalized ARDL model [38]

with lags of independent variables up to r hours in the past and price variables up to q hours

in the future is therefore used. Third, users with access to WiFi would likely use WiFi rather

than cellular data as WiFi data does not count towards their data plans. Lastly, users may be

differently disposed to adjust their usage in response to the prices at different hours.

We estimate a log-log model to obtain percentile price elasticity and account for skewed usage

distributions across users (i.e., some users have very large usage volumes as indicated by the

large standard deviations in usage in Table II) [23]. Our model specification is

logUit = α + β log pit + γihhit + δihhit log pit + ηwit + λihhitwit

+
24∑
s=1

νs logUi,t−s +
23∑
s=1

µs log pi,t+s + εit (11)

where i indexes the user and t indexes the hour. User i’s cellular usage volume at time t is

denoted as Uit, with corresponding price pit, allowing us to differentiate between the prices

offered to the control and TDP users. WiFi access for user i at time t is denoted by a dummy

variable wit. The coefficients for the price variables in the current and future hours respectively

are denoted by β and µs, hit is the vector16 of user-hour fixed effects, which account for temporal

variation in user heterogeneity, and εit denotes user-hour specific errors.

We include terms to capture possible interactions between the user-hour dummies and the price

offered at time t. We do not include an interaction term between the prices and WiFi availability

since regardless of the prices offered, users will typically choose to use WiFi rather than cellular

data if possible. The availability of WiFi, however, can vary over the day. Availability of WiFi at

a given hour can have a multiplicative effect on user demand (e.g., WiFi availability at 3 am may

not impact usage while WiFi availability at 3 pm can). Therefore we include an interaction term

between WiFi availability and the user-hour fixed effects. We also include the usage volumes in

the previous 24 hours of the day because of the day-ahead pricing.

16For each user i, the vector hit consists of 24 indicator variables; when a given data point is from the hour t = τ, τ ∈ (1, 24),

then hiτ = 1 and hit 6=τ = 0 ∀ t ∈ (1, 24). Similarly, for each user i, γih is the vector of 24 coefficients, one for each hour.
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TABLE III: Regression results on hourly usage volume, (11) and (12).

Explanatory variable (11) (12)

Log(Current Price) -0.879∗∗ (0.42) -0.571∗ (0.354)

WiFi access -2.238∗∗ (0.885) -2.236∗∗ (0.885)

Log(Previous hour’s usage) 0.602∗∗∗ (0.0102) 0.603∗∗∗ (0.0102)

Log(Next hour’s price) 0.532∗ (0.289) –

Observations 10386 10386

F-stat 44.7 (967,9576) 46 (944,9599)

R-square 0.791 0.79

∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1.

We report the results of an ARDL stepwise estimation with the addition of a WiFi availability

variable. We also estimate (11) without the lagged prices to rigorously test their effect:

logUit = α + β log pit + γihhit + δihhit log pit + ηwit + λihhitwit +
23∑
s=1

νs logUi,t−s + εit (12)

Table III shows our estimation results for (11) and (12); the numbers reflect the value of the

coefficient and standard deviation (in brackets) of the explanatory variables. The current price

is negatively associated with usage at a statistically significant level: users responded to higher

time-dependent discounts by increasing their usage in those periods and decreasing their usage

in high-priced (non-discounted) periods, adjusting their behavior according to the current prices.

WiFi availability has a negative and statistically significant association with cellular usage,

likely because users will prefer to use WiFi over cellular data if possible. Cellular usage is shown

to have a positive dependence on the price in the next hour (pi,t+1). This positive dependence

indicates that a higher price in the future encourages users to increase their usage in the current

time as they are likely to decrease their usage in those higher-priced hours. Conversely, a lower

future price makes users decrease their usage in the current time period so as to use more in

the future discounted hour. These effects, however, are weaker than the effect of the price at

the current time (the coefficients for pt+1 are lower in absolute value than those for pt): users

are less likely to shift their usage to different times than they are to react to the current prices.

This is likely because shifting their usage in response to prices at other times would require

launching the trial app to view past and future prices instead of simply glancing at the price

indicator bar on the top of the home screen that shows the current price. We also find that
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usage in the previous hour is positively and statistically significantly associated with current

usage, suggesting that users’ sessions in the previous hour carried over into the current hour. A

robustness check in Appendix E on Table III’s regression with the top one percentile of usage

volumes removed shows that the results remain qualitatively unchanged.

These results which show that mobile data users can and will respond to TDP in the desired

manner help reinforce the insights from the deployment of our TDP system in the AT&T trial.

Such a system can thus benefit users and ISPs while maintaining a privacy-preserving and non-

discriminatory approach to network congestion management.

VIII. DISCUSSIONS & CONCLUSION

Multimedia data from video services, bandwidth-heavy applications, content delivery networks

(CDN), cloud, IoT have become a dominant source of traffic in wired and wireless networks.

But the spectrum crunch resulting from this growth is driving many ISPs around the world to

penalize demand, thus threatening the Internet ecosystem. Addressing this issue requires new

ideas in multimedia economics - an interdisciplinary approach that combines economic models

with systems implementation and experiments - to help network providers find better ways to

improving network congestion, resource utilization, and revenue management. Therefore, in this

work we examine the design and efficacy of time-dependent pricing plans - a form of dynamic

pricing for multimedia data traffic with different price elasticities. We present an analytical

and algorithmic framework for scalable computation of optimized prices, design and architect a

system prototype, and deploy this data plan in the real world within operational ISPs.

From a business perspective, the study helps demonstrate that by designing such a system, it is

feasible to successfully realize dynamic time-dependent pricing in broadband data plans instead

of taking resort to unpopular penalty mechanisms. It also shows that such a pricing scheme has

the potential to create a “win-win” for both users and ISPs; users respond to the price incentives

by shifting some of their demand and benefit from a lower $/GB fee, while the ISPs benefit

from a higher revenue due to increases in off-peak hour usage and a lower peak-to-average traffic

ratio (PAR) in their network. The work is also useful from a regulatory perspective because this

pricing scheme is net neutral and provides a way for sustainable growth of the Internet traffic

which is essential to the continued growth of e-commerce, IoT and 5G services. More broadly,

such dynamic pricing mechanisms are of interest even in the context of smart grids and for

traffic management in transportation networks.
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One area for further research in the industry will be to conduct field deployments of net-

work pricing that are larger in scale. Our experiments were limited in size due to financial

and operational constraints of an academic environment. But we gathered long panel data at

hourly granularity over the trial period so as to have enough data for our quantitative analysis.

Furthermore, we reinforced the insights on user response to dynamic TDP obtained from the

evaluation of our prototype in AT&T’s network with results from a second field experiment with

an Alaskan network operator. The economic principles and system setup outlined in this work

can provide a path for other researchers to conduct future experiments with alternative pricing

mechanisms in operational networks.

In summary, this work takes a holistic approach in designing and studying the efficacy of a

time-dependent pricing scheme for multimedia data traffic, involving the new models, system

design and deployment in field trials. Such pricing schemes are likely to have significant impli-

cations for the Internet’s long-term sustainability and accessibility to a wider user population.

These ideas are therefore of interest not only to the networking research community but also to

the broader e-commerce sector, policy makers, and the general public.
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APPENDIX A

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Proof: To show that (6–7) is a convex optimization problem, it suffices to show that (6) is

a convex function of the discounts d(s).

We begin by writing out the cost G as

γs max (X(s)− Cs, 0) = γs max
(
V (s) (1 + d(s))αs +

m∑
b=1

s−1∑
t=s−T+1

V (t) ρb (t)wβ(b) (d(s)− d(t), |s− t|T )

−
m∑
b=1

s+T∑
t=s+1

V (s) ρb (s)wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T )− Cs, 0
)

(13)

We now note that one may treat each function gs as a linear function of X(s)−Cs, with slope

δs = 0 or γs: we then derive conditions on the marginal cost δs such that the second derivative

of G+ ∆R is positive-definite, and show that these hold for both 0 and γs.

The terms of G that are piecewise-linear in the discounts do not affect the second derivative of

G. Thus, we find that the second derivative ∂2G/∂d(s)2 of G with respect to the discount d(s) in

each period s is δsV (s)αs(αs−1) (1 + d(s))αs−2, and the mixed derivatives ∂2G/∂d(s)∂d(t) = 0.

We now consider the first term in ∆R, i.e.,
∑T

s=1 V (s) (1 + (d(s)− 1) (1 + d(s))αs) and find

that it has the second derivative V (s)αs
(
(αs − 1) (d(s)− 1) (1 + d(s))αs−2 + 2 (1 + d(s))αs−1

)
;

again, the mixed derivatives equal zero. We add these second derivative terms from Γ1 and Γ2

to obtain the expression

V (s) (δs + d(s)− 1)αs(αs − 1) (1 + d(s))αs−2 + 2V (s)αs (1 + d(s))αs−1 .

To show that this expression is nonnegative, we note that since d(s) ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ α < 1,

we require (αs − 1) (δs + d(s)− 1) ≥ −2 (1 + d(s)). Noting that (αs − 1) (δs + d(s)− 1) ≥

δs (αs − 1) and that −2 (1 + d(s)) ≤ −2, it suffices to show that δs (αs − 1) ≥ −2, or equiv-

alently, that δs ≤ 2/(1 − αs). Since 0 ≤ 2/(1 − αs), we thus derive the condition that γs ≤

2/(1− αs) for all times s.

We next consider the remaining terms of ∆R:
T∑
s=1

∑
t6=s

(d(t)− d(s))
m∑
b=1

V (s)ρb(s)wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T ) .

Using the definition (10) for the wβ , we find that this expression equals
T∑
s=1

(
n∑
t6=s

max (d(t)− d(s), 0)2 V (s)
m∑
b=1

µβ(b) (1 + |t− s|T )β(b)
)
.
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It then suffices to show that max(d(s)− d(t), 0)2 is a convex function of d(s) and d(t) for each

period i and k. Letting θ ∈ [0, 1] and d(s1), d(s2), d(t1), d(t2) denoting possible discounts in

period s and period t, we must show that

θmax (d(t1)− d(s1), 0)2 + (1− θ) max (d(t2)− d(s2), 0)2

≥ max (θ (d(t1)− d(s1)) + (1− θ) (d(t2)− d(s2)) , 0)2 . (14)

If θ (d(t1)− d(s1)) + (1 − θ) (d(t2)− d(s2)) ≤ 0, then (14) immediately holds since the right

hand side equals 0. If d(t1) ≥ d(s1) and d(t2) ≥ d(s2), then we let x1 = d(t1) − d(s1) and

x2 = d(t2)− d(s2) to obtain

θx21 + (1− θ)x22 = x22 + θ
(
x21 − x22

)
≥ (θx1 + (1− θ)x2)2 = (x2 + θ (x1 − x2))2 .

Simplifying, we must show that

(x1 − x2) (x1 + x2 − 2x2 − θ (x1 − x2)) = (1− θ) (x1 − x2)2 ≥ 0,

which is indeed the case. Finally, we check the case where θ (d(t1)− d(s1))+(1−θ) (d(t2)− d(s2)) >

0 and only one of d(t1)−d(s1) or d(t2)−d(s2) is positive; without loss of generality, we assume

that d(t1)− d(s1) > 0. Then (14) becomes

(θ (d(t1)− d(s1)) + (1− θ) (d(t2)− d(s2)))
2 ≤ θ2 (d(t1)− d(s1))

2 ≤ θ (d(t1)− d(s1))
2 ,

and max(d(s)−d(t), 0)2 is a convex function of d(s) and d(t). We have thus shown that G+∆R,

as defined in (6), is convex in the discounts offered di.

APPENDIX B

FORMULATION DETAILS

In this section, we derive the total usage expressions (3) in the main text from a model of

individual users’ behavior. We consider a population of N users, indexed by n = 1, 2, . . . , N ,

who use a total of B distinct traffic classes. Given a set of future day-ahead prices, each user

n can decide whether to delay his or her consumption of class b traffic at time s, and if so, to

which time it should be delayed. We define the random variable χn,b,s as the time to which users

decide to delay the traffic. The probabilistic nature of χn,b,s allows us to account for fluctuations

in a user’s willingness to delay some traffic.
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The distribution of the variable χn,b,s depends on the prices offered at future times t > s and

can be defined as our waiting functions (2):

P [χn,b,s = t|d(·)] = wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T ) .

We now assume that each user has the same volume of different traffic types at each time,17

which allows us to find the volume of traffic at time s corresponding to each traffic class b as

V (s)ρb(s). We can then find the change in usage in period s due to usage being shifted from

one period to another:
N∑
n=1

B∑
b=1

∑
t:χn,b,t=s

V (t) ρb (t)−
N∑
n=1

∑
b:χn,b,s 6=s

V (s) ρb (s) . (15)

The increase in usage volume due to discounts offered can be given by (1) as in Section III.

Combining (1) and (15), the amount of traffic in period s is then

X(s) = V (s) (1 + d(s))αs +
N∑
n=1

B∑
b=1

∑
t:χn,b,t=s

V (t) ρb (t)−
N∑
n=1

∑
b:χn,b,s 6=s

V (s) ρb (s) . (16)

We now make a final assumption that allows us to simplify (16), namely, that users’ decisions to

delay their usage are independent and identically distributed. In other words, each user n makes

an independent decision to delay his or her traffic corresponding to parameter β(b). Given a

sufficiently large number of users, by the strong law of large numbers, the empirical distribution

function of the χn,b,s for each fixed b and s approximates the actual distribution function of the

χn,b,s. This distribution is exactly the cumulative density function corresponding to the waiting

function wβ(b). Thus, the fraction of users for whom χn,b,t = s is wβ(b) (d(s)− d(t), |s− t|T ).

This observation allows us to rewrite (16) to obtain (3):

E [X(s)] =V (s) (1 + d(s))αs +
m∑
b=1

s−1∑
t=s−T+1

V (t) ρb (t)wβ(b) (d(s)− d(t), |s− t|T )

−
m∑
b=1

s+T∑
t=s+1

V (s) ρb (s)wβ(b) (d(t)− d(s), |t− s|T ) , (17)

17It is not difficult to generalize this assumption to consider users with independent, identically distributed usage volumes;

we do not make this explicit for simplicity.
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APPENDIX C

ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY

Price calculation: Our computation of the optimal time-dependent prices (steps 2 and 4 in

Section IV-A’s algorithm) involves solving the optimization problem (6-7). Since this problem is

convex, a subgradient method will converge to the optimal solution. Computing the subgradient

with respect to each optimization variable has complexity O(T ); since the subgradient method

has complexity O(ε−2) [30], we then obtain an overall complexity of O(T 2ε−2) (step 2, solving

for all T prices) or O(Tε−2) (step 4, solving for a single day-ahead price).

Behavior estimation: We use the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for our estimation, though

other least-squares minimization algorithms can be used instead. This algorithm requires O(ε−2)

iterations to converge to a solution with error ε. Thus, to find the overall complexity with respect

to the number of time periods T and traffic classes B, we must find the complexity of each

iteration. This is dominated by the need to compute (JTJ+λI)−1, where J is the Jacobian of the

function F , with each entry in F representing the error at time t, with respect to the optimization

variables β, α, ρ; λ is a parameter chosen by the algorithm; and I is the identity matrix. The

complexity of computing J is then O(T 2B), since the number of optimization variables grows

as O(TB). Computing JTJ given J then has complexity O(T 3B), since the number of times at

which we evaluate the error grows as O(T ). Finally, since JTJ has dimensions of order O(TB),

we use the fact that matrix inversion has complexity O(n3) for an n-x-n matrix to obtain an

overall complexity of O(T 2B + T 3BT 3B3) = O(T 3B3) per iteration.

APPENDIX D

EFFECT OF VARYING PRICE PERIODS

We next consider the length of the time periods in day-ahead TDP. Our choice of a 24-hour

window is practical both in terms of marketing an actual data plan and for providing enough

flexibility to users to plan their future usage and to ISPs to adapt their prices from day to day.

However, our model can be adapted to other sizes of the sliding window of advertised prices.

In this section we simulate the efficacy of some of these alternatives and find that our choice

of hourly day-ahead time-dependent pricing works better. In particular, we compare alternative

plans in which the offered prices last for 1, 2, and 8 hours (i.e., users receive 24, 12, and 3

prices per day respectively in these plans).
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(a) Twenty-four prices per day.
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(b) Twelve prices per day.
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(c) Three prices per day.

Fig. 9: The plots show the usage (demand) and optimized discounts offered over three days for day-ahead prices with

different numbers of prices per day, i.e., varying price advertisement window sizes. Offering hourly prices yields

significantly larger peak reduction and valley filling due to the ability to adapt discounts temporally in adjacent

peak and valley periods.
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For the purpose of this simulation, we use the baseline hourly usage statistics from our control

group (who were not offered time-dependent prices) in our Alaska trial (cf. Section VII). We

scale up our baseline usage to 1000 users and assume a capacity of 4.5 GB in each hour. Next,

to model how users probabilistically shift their usage in response to the prices, we assume five

classes of waiting functions, corresponding to short video streaming (e.g., YouTube), streaming

movies, software downloads, web browsing, and other traffic. We use the data from a survey

of U.S. consumers reported in [20] to initialize the waiting function parameters β and assume

linearity in the excess demand created by the price discounts (i.e., α = 1) for these simulations.

The simulation results reported below consider three separate scenarios in which an ISP offers

dynamic pricing plans in which the offered prices last for 1, 2, and 8 hours. At the beginning

of the simulation, users are provided with a full day of prices, and as each price expires, a new

price point is added. For instance, in the simulation with three daily prices, users are provided

with the next price after 8 hours, when the first price offered expires. We run the simulation

for three days for each pricing scenario, calculating the optimized prices using the framework

reported in Section IV.

Figure 9 shows the resulting usage and discounts offered for each of the three pricing period

durations. We observe that our pricing plan with hourly prices reduce the peaks most significantly;

it leads to a peak-to-average traffic ratio of 1.3625, compared to 1.4455 for 2-hour prices, and

1.5648 for 8-hour prices. The results imply that offering prices that last for 2 or 8 hours simply

does not provide enough flexibility for users to shift their data usage from one price period to

another. In contrast, the price points in hourly pricing varies significantly from hour to hour,

thereby exploiting the user’s willingness to shift usage at a finer time granularity. Moreover, we

find that the discounts offered in the two- or eight-hour pricing cases are significantly smaller

than those offered for hourly pricing. This is because when prices cannot be changed at a finer

granularity, the same prices prevail during both peak and valley periods, thereby moderating the

effects of optimal discounts offered by the ISP.

It is also possible to offer prices more than one day in advance, e.g., for 48 hours in advance.

However, doing so will reduce the ISP’s flexibility to dynamically adapt its prices offered in

response to changes in user demand patterns. Moreover, it is unlikely to offer additional benefits

in terms of shifting user demand. With the waiting function parameters used in Figure 9, there

is only about a 4% probability that users will shift their data usage by a full 24 hours; the

probability that they will further delay their usage for more than one day is therefore even
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smaller. Intuitively, we would expect this result, since users’ daily routines and usage patterns

are roughly cyclical: if they are willing to shift their usage to a another time of the day, they

are likely to shift to the nearest such time, instead of waiting another day to consume this data.

APPENDIX E

ROBUSTNESS CHECKS

We now demonstrate the robustness of our results with the full econometric specification

(Table III). We remove the top 1 percentile of usage volumes and show the results of regressing

on (11–12) in Table IV. Compared to our original regression results in Table III, we see that

there is little change in the coefficients.

TABLE IV: Regression results on hourly MTA usage volume with the top 1% of usage removed, (12) and (11).

Explanatory variable (12) (11)

Log(Current Price) -0.846∗∗ (0.347) -1.033∗∗ (0.411)

WiFi access -2.213∗∗ (0.862) -2.215∗∗ (0.863)

Log(Previous hour’s usage) 0.593∗∗∗ (0.0101) 0.593∗∗∗ (0.0101)

Log(Next hour’s price) – 0.351 (0.283)

Observations 10286 10286

F-stat 47.1 (944,9499) 45.7 (967,9476)

R-square 0.796 0.796

User-hourly fixed effects Included Included

Price-hour interaction terms Included Included

WiFi-hour interaction terms Included Included

Lagged variables ARDL(24,0) ARDL (24,23)

∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1.

APPENDIX F

QUALITATIVE FEEDBACK FROM TRIAL PARTICIPANTS

Our work also contributes to ongoing research in design science by highlighting how eco-

nomics and user behavior should be considered jointly to address design challenges of increas-
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ingly complex socio-technical ecosystems. The qualitative observations and quotations that we

present here were obtained from post-trial interviews conducted with the AT&T trial participants.

A. Attitude towards Time-Dependent Pricing

All our participants regarded the TDP data plan as viable – they would be willing to adopt

it “as long as the interface is simple to use.” But TDP’s suitability for a particular person

depends on the predictability of the offered prices. Some users were more price-sensitive and

even adapted their online activities based on the announced prices for the day: “I think it is a

nice option to have where I can get a discount per month depending on when I use it, and I

can schedule my day that way.”

Cost Savings: The participants also reported that our TDP app helped them to be more

conscious in avoiding unnecessary usage at high price periods: “Yes, and [I] was less likely to

goof off and waste more time and data.” In fact, many tried to save money by limiting usage to

discounted periods: “I made a conscious effort to look for the discounts.” Moreover, they did

not feel that the TDP plan required them to significantly modify their behavior: “I go to my

bank account everyday, so I would think that this would just become a natural thing.”

Sales-Day Effect in Discounted Hours: An interesting phenomenon we observed during the

trial is that the high discount offers induced a ‘sales-day’ effect among several participants;

that is, they started using more than they otherwise would have. When asked about this, one

participant told us: “[laughs] Kind of! But that also goes towards my personality of if it’s on sale

I must buy it!” In fact, relative to participants’ pre-TDP usage, we observed an overall increase

in usage with TDP, possibly due to such a sales-day effect. This result benefits ISPs: with TDP,

they can offer discounts to shift traffic from peak to off-peak periods, as well as increase demand

in off-peak hours. The result is mutually beneficial, as ISPs benefit from “valley filling” and

users gain by consuming more at the discounted rates in off-peak times.

These qualitative observations are consistent with the quantitative results presented in Sections

VI and VII.
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